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Dear Editor,
Exosomes, small membrane vesicles (30-100 nm)
of endocytic origin secreted by most cell types, contain
functional biomolecules, which can be horizontally
transferred to recipient cells [1]. Exosomes bear a specific protein and lipid composition, and carry a select
set of functional mRNAs and microRNAs [2]. Recently,
our group has shown that c-Met shed in exosomes can
promote a proangiogenic and prometastatic phenotype in
bone marrow-derived progenitor cells during melanoma
progression [3]. In previous research, retrotransposon
RNA transcripts, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), mitochondrial DNA, and oncogene amplifications (i.e., cmyc) have been detected in microvesicles [4-6]. In this
report, we provide evidence that tumor-derived exosomes
carry double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), as demonstrated
through two different approaches, using enzymatic
methods (dsDNA-specific shrimp DNase) and physical/
structural studies (atomic force microscopy, AFM). Furthermore, we show that exosomal DNA (exoDNA) represents the entire genome and reflects the mutational status
of parental tumor cells. We also highlight the translational value of exoDNA in tumor-derived exosomes for
its potential usefulness as a circulating biomarker in the
early detection of cancer and metastasis.
We demonstrate for the first time that the majority of
DNA associated with tumor exosomes is double-stranded
(Figure 1A-1E). Two types of DNA-specific detection
assays were utilized to assess the nature and amount of
DNA in three different cancer models including human
chronic myeloid leukemia (K-562), human colorectal
carcinoma (HCT116), and murine melanoma (B16-F10).
One assay is based on the detection of DNA on agarose
gels using highly sensitive SYBR Gold nucleic acid
staining. The second assay is the QuantiFluor dsDNA
Detection System, which uses fluorescent dye that binds
specifically to dsDNA (Supplementary information, Data
S1). For both assays, we utilized DNases that specifically
recognize and digest ssDNA (S1 nuclease) or dsDNA
(Shrimp dsDNase). We first verified the specificity of S1
nuclease and dsDNase using purified ssDNA oligonucle-

otides and Lambda dsDNA as substrates (Supplementary
information, Figure S1A). Slight non-specificity of S1
nuclease towards dsDNA was observed. First, to analyze
whether DNA is associated with the outer membrane
and/or inside exosomes, we extracted DNA from either
intact exosomes or exosomes pre-treated with DNases.
Remarkably, we observed no change in the pattern of
DNA isolated from samples pre-treated with S1 nuclease
versus untreated samples (Figure 1A, lane 2 vs lane 5),
whereas exosomes pre-treated with dsDNase showed a
strong reduction in DNA species greater than 2.5 kb in
size and an enrichment of DNA between 100 bp and 2.5
kb (Figure 1A, lane 2 vs lane 8). This indicates that the
majority of external exoDNA is dsDNA with a larger size
(> 2.5 kb) in comparison to internal exoDNA. Genomic
DNA (gDNA) was used as a control for DNase digestion
(Figure 1A, lanes 11-13).
To further characterize internal exoDNA, first we
eradicated external DNA using dsDNase digestion. Then,
isolated internal exoDNA was analyzed using both the
S1 nuclease/dsDNase digestion method and the QuantiFluor assay. We observed that S1 nuclease digestion
resulted in a reduction of DNA to a much lesser extent
than dsDNase digestion (Figure 1A, lane 9 vs lane 10
and Figure 1B-1C). The same pattern was observed in
internal exoDNA isolated from exosomes untreated or
pre-treated with S1 nuclease (Figure 1A, lane 3 vs lane 4
and lane 6 vs lane 7). Consistently, we observed a strong
reduction in the binding of dsDNA-specific fluorescent
DNA-binding dye in the dsDNase-treated exoDNA
samples, compared to those undigested or treated with
S1 nuclease (Supplementary information, Figure S1B).
Taken together, these results suggest that dsDNA predominates in internal exoDNA. On the other hand, a previous report has demonstrated that tumor microvesicles
carry ssDNA [4]. These conflicting observations suggest
that exosomes and microvesicles may vary in DNA cargo
composition. However, since both approaches were performed in different biological models, future analyses are
required to understand the biological relevance of singlestranded vs double-stranded exoDNA. Using AFM, we
further confirmed the presence of dsDNA in exosomes
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(Figure 1D). The height of the exoDNA was ~700 pm
(Supplementary information, Figure S2), comparable to
linear control dsDNA of varying sizes and in line with
published values [7]. Although two other previous studies reported the presence of exoDNA, the conclusions
of both studies were based on enzymatic methods that
employed digestion of external DNA associated with the
surface of exosomes using DNase I, an endonuclease

that non-specifically digests both ssDNA and dsDNA
[6, 8]. Furthermore, each of these groups used a single
enzyme approach employing S1 nuclease to demonstrate
the presence of ssDNA [6] and DNase I digestion to argue for the presence of dsDNA [8] within the exosomes.
However, given the lack of specificity for dsDNA of DNase I, our study is the first one to definitively demonstrate
the presence of dsDNA in exosomes. We performed a

Figure 1 Identification and characterization of exoDNA and its potential use as a diagnostic tool. (A) Equal amounts of DNA extracted
from K-562 exosomes, which were untreated (Set a), pre-treated with S1 nuclease (Set b) or dsDNase (Set c), were digested with
either S1 nuclease (lanes 3, 6 and 9) or dsDNase (lanes 4, 7 and 10). Digestion of gDNA (Set d) with S1 nuclease (lane 12) or dsDNase (lane 13) serves as controls. (B, C) Analysis of internal exoDNA isolated from HCT116 (B) and B16-F10 (C) after removal of
external exoDNA as in A. The results are representative of 2-3 experiments performed independently. (D) AFM image of exoDNA.
ExoDNA was extracted from K-562 cells and absorbed on a mica surface in the presence of 5 mM Mg2+. Scale bar, 500 nm. (E) Internal exoDNA was extracted from exosomes secreted by different types of cancer cell lines, including melanoma (B16-F10), pancreatic
cancer (Pan02, Pan02 H3, PANC-1, AsPC-1, BXPC-3 and HPAF-II), breast cancer (MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-4175), lung cancer
(H1650 and H1975), and leukemia (NB-4), and digested with dsDNase. Abundance of dsDNA inside the exosomes, before and after
digestion with dsDNase, was expressed as “nanogram of DNA per microgram of exo-Protein”. (F) Circular view of the readings of fragments along each chromosome in the whole-genome sequencing analysis of exoDNA isolated from murine melanoma B16-F10 cellderived exosomes. (G) ExoDNA represents gDNA shown by comparative genomic hybridization array analysis of B16-F10 exoDNA vs
gDNA. (H-J) Mutational analysis of exoDNA. BRAF(V600E) mutation in exoDNA isolated from either cultured melanoma cell lines (H)
or circulating exoDNA isolated from SK-MEL-28 melanoma-bearing mice (J) was detected by AS-PCR analysis. gDNA isolated from
SK-MEL-28 and SK-MEL-103 cells serves as a positive and negative control, respectively, for V600E mutation (WT (V) and mutant (E)
alleles). Arrow indicates the size of expected PCR products. AS-PCR analysis of EGFR mutations in exoDNA isolated from NSCLC
cells was shown in I. For del19, “I” indicates internal control; “W”, WT; and “del”, deletion of exon 19. For T790M mutation, “T” indicates
WT allele and “M” indicates the mutant allele. The arrow marks the expected size of PCR products.
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comprehensive analysis of external and internal exoDNA
using enzymatic methods specific for dsDNA, and physical studies by imaging exoDNA using AFM.
To further determine whether the association of DNA
with exosomes is a common feature of cancer cells, we
extended our analysis to a broader panel of cancer cell
lines, including melanoma, and breast, lung, prostate and
pancreatic cancers. Indeed, we detected exoDNA in all
exosomes examined (Supplementary information, Figure
S3). We explored the abundance of exoDNA derived from
two normal stromal fibroblast lines, namely human dermal
and mammary tissue-derived fibroblasts (DF and O97).
We found that the amount of fibroblast exoDNA was
about 20-fold less than the amount of exoDNA isolated
from tumor cells (Supplementary information, Figure S3).
Whether this difference is related to the aberrant, rapid
replication of tumor cells needs to be further investigated.
Next, we characterized exoDNA by QuantiFluor assay
after the eradication of external exoDNA by dsDNase
digestion. We showed that dsDNA is a predominant form
of internal exoDNA (> 50% reduction in DNA level post
dsDNase digestion) in the majority of cell lines (melanoma, leukemia, lung and breast cancers) that we examined
(Figure 1E). Notably, exosomes of most pancreatic and
lung cancer cell lines studied contained lower amounts
of DNA, suggesting differences in exoDNA packaging
among different cancer models.
We further employed electron microscopy (EM) to
visualize the presence of DNA in exosomes. Exosomes
derived from murine B16-F10 melanoma were subjected to staining with anti-DNA antibody followed by
gold-conjugated secondary antibody and EM analysis.
Interestingly, this study revealed that only a subset of
exosomes contained DNA (~10%; Supplementary information, Figure S4). Our study elicits important questions
pertaining to the underlying mechanisms of DNA packaging into exosomes. For example, is this phenomenon
due to random selection and limiting capacity inside the
exosomes or does it reflect differences in the biogenesis
of varying subsets within the heterogeneous populations
of exosomes, such as their cellular compartment of origin? Similarly, questions relevant to the shedding of genetic material via exosomes and its consequences within
the tumor microenvironment also arise from our work.
Next, using B16-F10 exosomes as a model system,
we performed high throughput whole-genome sequencing (Figure 1F) and comparative genomic hybridization
analysis (Figure 1G) to further characterize exoDNA.
Importantly, our results revealed the entire genome coverage of exoDNA in an unbiased manner. That is, no
bias for gene-coding versus intergenic regions and sense
versus antisense strands of gene-coding regions were
observed in exoDNA. In addition, no specific fragments

were highly enriched or depleted in the exoDNA pool
compared to the gDNA. However, we did not detect
mitochondrial DNA in exoDNA. Interestingly, mitochondrial DNA has been reported in astrocytes and glioblastoma-derived microvesicles [5]. Again, this inconsistency
could be due to differences between cell types and/or
composition of membrane vesicles under study. 5′-cytosine methylation is a major modification of nuclear DNA
involved in various biological processes, such as transcription and DNA repair. Therefore, we examined the
overall level of 5′-cytosine methylation of exoDNA and
found that exoDNA is also methylated to a similar level
to gDNA (Supplementary information, Figure S5).
Our data prompted us to examine whether exoDNA
could be utilized as a surrogate for tumor tissues or cells
to detect tumor-specific genetic mutations as recently suggested for other sources of circulating DNA such as cellfree DNA [9]. To this end, we tested exoDNA isolated
from various cancer cell lines for driver mutations known
to be present in those cell lines (Figure 1H and 1I). One
example is the BRAF(V600E) mutation, present in ~50%
of malignant melanomas [10]. We performed allele-specific polymerase chain reaction (AS-PCR) [11] analysis
to evaluate the mutational status of BRAF in exoDNA
isolated from several human primary melanoma cell
lines, which harbor either wild-type (WT; SK-MEL-146
and SK-MEL-147) or mutated BRAF (SK-MEL-28, SKMEL-133, SK-MEL-192, and SK-MEL-267). The sensitivity and specificity of the AS-PCR assay was assessed
(Supplementary information, Figure S6). By using primers that distinguished WT (“V”) from mutant alleles (“E”)
of BRAF, we detected the mutant alleles in exoDNA of all
cell lines containing the mutation, whereas only the WT
allele was detected in those cell lines with non-mutated
BRAF (Figure 1H). A second example of a well-described
tumor-associated mutation is the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), which is mutated in several types of
cancers, including non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
[12, 13]. EGFR mutational status is crucial for selecting patients who will benefit from targeted therapy using
tyrosine kinase inhibitors [12, 13]. We employed ASPCR to assess EGFR mutation in exoDNA from several
NSCLC cell lines [14,15], including H292 (WT), H1975
(harboring the L858R and T790M gate-keeper mutations),
and H1650 and PC-9 (harboring the exon 19 deletion ―
del19). As shown in Figure 1I, we detected respective
EGFR mutations in 100% of exoDNA isolated from these
cell lines. Our findings demonstrate that exoDNA reflects
the mutational status of the parental cell lines.
To assess the feasibility of detecting tumor-associated
genetic mutations in circulating exoDNA, we employed
a pre-clinical animal model of melanoma (SK-MEL-28)
harboring the BRAF(V600E) mutation. Cells were subCell Research | Vol 24 No 6 | June 2014
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cutaneously implanted in the flank of NOD/SCID mice.
Plasma was harvested when the tumor reached the maximum size allowed and circulating exosomes were isolated.
ExoDNA was analyzed for the BRAF(V600E) mutation
using AS-PCR as described above. We were able to readily
detect the V600E mutation in the circulating exoDNA isolated from melanoma-bearing mice (Figure 1J).
In conclusion, we show for the first time the presence
of dsDNA in exosomes representing the whole genomic
DNA. Our finding that exoDNA can be used to identify
mutations present in parental tumor cells illustrates its significant translational potential as a circulating biomarker
for cancer in the clinic. ExoDNA is an attractive, potential
biomarker candidate in the early detection of cancers and
the monitoring of treatment response for several reasons:
its protection and thus inherent stability within exosomes;
the possibility to isolate or enrich tumor-derived exosomes
in complex plasma samples via exosomal surface markers;
and its easy and fast preparation.
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